
Hooks

Hooks!

“What in the name of 
Jiminy Jellikers is a hook?”, 
I hear you exclaim. Well, I 

define a hook as…



Hooks

…The thing that grabs your 
prospect’s attention and 

pulls them in! 

Here’s 7 different
types of hooks…



Hook Type 1: Easy

We don’t want to make it 
seem like our offer is the 

most difficult, arduous to 
thing to implement in history.



Hook Type 1: Easy

Instead we want it to be easy. 
Done for you. Automatic. 

It’s how we fulfil the promise 
we make to our 
lazy prospects!



Hook Type 1: Easy

If it’s foolproof and hands off, 
that’s a huge bonus.

Same – if it requires no 
creativity, thinking or effort, 

that’s a bonus too. 



Hook Type 1: Easy

Goal: we want it to feel like ‘a 
thing’ that someone orders 
which magically gets the 

result for our customer with 
minimal thought or effort on 

their part. 



Hook Type 1: Easy

“This Magic Software finds perfect 
leads on LinkedIn for you!”

“The Ab Belt gets you ripped: 
just 5 minutes a day for 30 days!”



Hook Type 1: Easy

Amazon Prime: all my order 
details (address, card etc) are 

already stored. I pick something 
I want and it’s at my door 
tomorrow in ONE CLICK.



Hook Type 1: Easy

The Big Mac Diet: Lose 
weight by eating only Big Macs!



Hook Type 1: Easy

Now if you’re thinking “this sounds great 
Richard – but my program is 12 weeks long. I 
don’t want to tell people it’s no effort when 

there’s work involved”…

…then you’re completely right.



Hook Type 1: Easy

Our aim is not to scam people here. After all, 
you’re in a program which requires you to think 

and put effort in. 

If I told you this was ‘done for you’ or 
completely effortless, or so easy even a 

chimpanzee could do it…



Hook Type 1: Easy

…that would be untrue. And yes, I might 
enrol more prospects on the front end…

…but I’d end up with a lot of unhappy 
customers on the back end. 



Hook Type 1: Easy

However, what I can do is instead be honest 
and admit that my program requires effort…

…but also emphasise the bits that are easy 
and ‘sexy’ (and give them a name), for example….



Hook Type 1: Easy

Messenger Conversion Mastery: Tap away 
on your phone on the sofa while you watch TV 

and enrol high paying clients without even 
needing a sales call!

The Facebook Moneymaker: Write simple 10 
minute Facebook posts from your phone which 

attract your ideal clients (and repel the time 
wasters, freebie seekers and folks with no money)! 



Hook Type 1: Easy

The LinkedIn Filtrator: This 10 minute per day 
method allows you to connect and enrol ideal 
clients on LinkedIn (without spamming, cold 

messaging or ‘connecting and pitching’)



Hook Type 2: Confirmation of  Secret Fear

This is where we tap into the 
secret fears our prospects 

have deep down…

…so they have a 
‘I KNEW IT!’ reaction. For example…



Hook Type 2: Confirmation of  Secret Fear

“Leaked audio reveals Trump’s 
secret alliance with Russia!”

“If your man closes his eyes during sex, 
it’s means he’s 

fantasising about another woman.”



Hook Type 2: Confirmation of  Secret Fear

“Here’s how to know if your 
children are taking drugs when 

they leave your sight”

“Are some people just destined to be fat 
forever – no matter what diet or exercise 

plan they try?”



Hook Type 2: Confirmation of  Secret Fear

“Let’s be honest – if you haven’t 
made it online by now, you 
don’t have what it takes”

“The secret plans of the liberal lefties to 
take away your guns”



Hook Type 2: Confirmation of  Secret Fear

“Divorced single 
women in their 

40s are damaged 
goods – right?”

“Why some men will 
be alone forever – no 
matter what they do.”

“New study shows how your mobile 
phone is frying your brain.”



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

In one of my free webinars, I talk 
about the example of some 

explorers who find a new berry in 
the depths of the Amazon jungle…



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

They discover that if you eat 100 
of these berries, it’s equivalent to 

an hour on the treadmill.

So they made a pill which packs 100 of 
these berries in…



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

…take 2 a day 
and in a 

month, you’ll 
look like this:



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

This is an example of 
Breakthrough Science…

…a new discovery has been made 
which flips the industry on its head. As a 

headline, this might read…



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

“Tiny berry recently discovered in 
Amazon rainforest makes it possible 

to get ripped abs in a month –
without getting off the sofa!”



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

You can get creative with this stuff…

“New psychology breakthrough allows 
you to achieve super confidence on 

demand in only 15 seconds!”



Hook Type 3: Breakthrough Science

“Medical 
breakthrough 

guarantees you’ll 
never get cancer –

if you do this.”

“Willpower is a thing of the 
past: Psychological 

discovery reveals a new 
brain hack which makes 
sticking to your exercise 

plan easy-peasy!”



Hook Type 4: The Underground Guru

This one will be great for those of 
you who have been doing incredible 
work behind the scenes for years.



Hook Type 4: The Underground Guru

“The reclusive genius who taught Slash 
to play guitar reveals his secret 

4 step ‘Pickup and Play’ method”

“Image advisor to Hollywood celebrities 
reveals how to dress to 

get what you’re worth in business.”



Hook Type 4: The Underground Guru

“For the last decade, Mr X has been 
quietly been raking in 7 figures a year 
in Forex. Today he comes out of the 
shadows and answers the question 

“How did you do it?”



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

We have a curiosity towards the 
wisdom of ancient cultures. 

For example…



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

…how did the 
Egyptian 

pyramids get 
built? And…



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

…how did the 
15th century Incas 

haul ridiculous 
amounts of stone up 

2430m to create 
Machu Picchu?



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

In general, people aren’t happy now 
and romanticise about a ‘better’ time in 

the past. 

We can tap into this discontentment. 
For example…



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

“Seduction secrets of Casanova – throw away 
those sleazy pickup manuals and discover 
how the real seducer worked his magic.”

“The Paleo diet: Eat like the cavemen did 
to be healthy and free of disease!”



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

We can also lean on foreign wisdom too. 
There’s a feeling that things aren’t right in the 

West, and other countries have secrets 
we are missing out on. For example…

“What we can learn about 
leadership from Genghis Khan.”



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

“Why the Japanese don’t get fat.”

“Inner peace and contentment: The hidden 
secrets of the Shaolin monks.”



Hook Type 5: Ancient Wisdom

“The secret behind French chefs and their 
incredible cooking skills.”

“Why Kenyan men make the best long 
distance runners (and it’s 

nothing to do with genetics).”



Hook Type 6: “If  I Can Do It, You Can Too!”

…it makes it much easier for your 
prospect to believe ‘I can do this!’

If you can demonstrate how you (or your 
students) got the result – despite starting from 

a worse place than your prospect…



Hook Type 6: “If  I Can Do It, You Can Too!”

“Man voted ‘least likely to ever get a girlfriend’ 
in school reveals how 10 years later, beautiful 

women beg him for a date!”

John Carlton’s ‘one legged golfer’ is a good 
example of this. 
More examples…



Hook Type 6: “If  I Can Do It, You Can Too!”

“I left school with no qualifications. I spent 5 
years in jail for selling drugs. After I got out, 

nobody would give me a job…so I had a go at 
online marketing. Now I’m a millionaire!”



Hook Type 6: “If  I Can Do It, You Can Too!”

“I used to be 400lbs, diabetic and could 
barely walk up the stairs. I just completed my 

first marathon yesterday!”



Hook Type 6: “If  I Can Do It, You Can Too!”

“When it comes to sales, my client Andrew 
would be the first to admit – he’s hopeless! 
He’s literally never sold anything in his life. 

Until he gave my ‘Easy 1-2-3 System’ a whirl, 
that is. Last week he made $27,500. This 

week he’s on track to beat that.”



Hook Type 6: “If  I Can Do It, You Can Too!”



Hook Type 7: Outrage!

There’s nothing quite like the feeling of 
outrage to get people worked up…

…especially on social media!



Hook Type 7: Outrage!

What can you think of that will annoy your 
audience and make them say…

“I WILL NOT STAND FOR THIS!” 
For example…



Hook Type 7: Outrage!

“Taxman yet again sticks it to the man in the 
street! Here’s how to fight back.”

“PROOF that ‘the gun nuts’ have plans to 
legally force all teachers to carry arms.”



Hook Type 7: Outrage!

“Leaked documents: Secret scheme of the 
leftie liberals to break the constitution 

and take away your guns!”

“Weightwatchers and Slimming World don’t 
want you to lose weight because you’ll stop 

going to their meetings!”



Hook Type 7: Outrage!

“How online entrepreneurs are being 
RIPPED OFF by incompetent web 

developers who deliver worse websites 
than they already had!”



Hook Type 7: Outrage!

“90% of financial advisors are dead broke –
and they want you to trust them with your 

hard earned savings?”



Hooks: Summary
1. Easy
2. Confirmation of secret fear
3. Breakthrough science
4. The underground guru
5. Ancient wisdom (plus: foreign wisdom)
6. “If I can do it, you can too!”
7. Outrage!

Note – you can combine two of more of 
these for an even more powerful hook. 

For example…

Breakthrough science + foreign wisdom + easy…

“Breakthrough berry discovery in Amazon rainforest means you can 
now do 2 hours daily on the treadmill – without getting off the sofa!”



Hooks: Summary
1. Easy
2. Confirmation of secret fear
3. Breakthrough science
4. The underground guru
5. Ancient wisdom (plus: foreign wisdom)
6. “If I can do it, you can too!”
7. Outrage!

Note – you can combine two of more of 
these for an even more powerful hook. 

For example…

The underground guru + If I can do it, you can too + outrage…

“Hollywood celebrity trainer reveals how he whipped a 600lb diabetic 
into shape – and how the fitness industry wants to keep you fat!”



Hooks: Summary
1. Easy
2. Confirmation of secret fear
3. Breakthrough science
4. The underground guru
5. Ancient wisdom (plus: foreign wisdom)
6. “If I can do it, you can too!”
7. Outrage!

Note – you can combine two of more of 
these for an even more powerful hook. 

For example…

Confirmation of secret fear + easy…

“The 2 minute sneaky psychological trick 
which guarantees your kids will never take drugs”


